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ABSTRACT
In current world, usage of the Internet and Information
Communication Technology are increased rapidly.
Almost every valuable and confidential information is
stored in computers or computer based systems and
majority are sharing their personal information in social
networks such as Facebook. There is a significant
growth of the computer based or online criminals in all
over the world due to the evolution of the information
and communication technology. Criminals involved in
murder, kidnapping, sexual assault, extortion, drug
dealing, economic espionage & cyber terrorism, weapon
dealing, robbery, gambling, economic crimes, and
criminal hacking e.g. Web defacements and theft of
computer files, maintain files with convicting evidence
on their computer.

This paper demonstrates an Introduction to computer
forensics, Use of computer forensics, Issues facing
computer forensics, Legal aspects of forensics and
applicable in the context of Sri Lanka.

Digital forensic is part of forensic discipline that
absolutely covers crime that is related to computer
technology. Computer forensic was created to address
the specific and articulated needs of law enforcement to
make the most of this new form of electronic evidence.
“Computer forensic science is the science of acquiring,
preserving, retrieving, and presenting data that has been
processed electronically and stored on computer
media”.
members request information about their organization’s
state of cyber-readiness.

According to the 19th CEO survey reported that 32% of
organizations affected and 34% think they will be
affected in the next two years. Most companies are still
not adequately prepared for or even understand the risks
faced. Only 37% of organizations have a cyber incident
response plan. 61% of CEOs are concerned about cyber
security but less than half of
board

Figure 1 illustrates the country trends of cybercrimes
according to the Blue Coat website. As at December
2013, 39% of cyber-crimes reported in United States
and it is 8% in United Kingdom. China, Italy, Turkey,
Ukraine, Angolia reported 3% and 2% reported in India,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Israel, Netherlands and Romania.
The number of internet crime complaints was 16,838 in
2000, but this number has been gradually increasing in
2013 there were a total of 262,813 complaints to the
Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3). The main
motivation behind cyber-attacks are:
Cybercrime – when cyber-attack is used to steal money
Hacktivism – when one uses cyberattacks to promote
political agendas
Cyber Espionage – when cyberattack is used to steal
specific information

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROBLEM
STATEMENT
Due to rapid evolution of the Information Technology,
now almost everything is computerized or electronic
based such as e-Banking, eLearning, e-Commerce etc.
Due to busy schedules, people always need easy and
short ways to do their day today activities using
technology. As a result, computer or cybercrimes
reported as the second most crime in the world recently.

Cyberwarfare – when a cyber-attack is used as a form
terrorism against a government
Motivation behind cyberattacks over the years
(2011-2014) illustrate in figure 2
Due to lack of trained professional people in the
field of Computer Forensics and it is a fairly new
field, conducting investigation on cybercrimes are
very much low and the process is also very slow
compare to the impact of the cybercrime.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
This paper emphasis three (3) hypotheses to identify
issues and solutions to manipulate the growth of
computer and cyber-crimes using following aspects:
a) Use of computer forensics
b) Digital forensics tools and issues facing computer
forensics
c) Legal aspects of computer forensics and its
application in Sri Lankan context
1

METHODOLOGY
Data collection: The required data for the research was
collected from research papers, journals and Internet.
Conceptual model: Construct this model to identify uses
of computer forensics and legal aspects of computer
forensics its application in Sri Lankan context.

LIMITATION

Computer forensics is a new element known as a
“defense-in-depth” approach to network and computer
security. Thus it ensures the overall integrity and
survivability of the network architecture. Understanding
the legal and technical aspects of computer forensics
help to capture vigorous information when the network
is compromised and it also helps to accuse the case if the
intruder is caught. Computer forensics can save any
organization assets (information or money). Hence the
computer and network security are the most important
aspects and larger portion of the budget is allocating.

Data collection was restricted for research papers,
journals and internet due to limited time and lack of
professionals who aware on computer forensics to
conduct interviews as computer forensics is fairly new
discipline to Sri Lanka.

According to the Sri Lanka CERT Cyber Security
Awareness Survey, 2015 reports online victimization
statistics stated that 67% of respondents has been
affected by computer viruses as illustrated in Figure 3.
Cyberbullying and cyberstalking incidents were less
than 5% according to the SLCERT Report.

1.0 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
FORENSICS

2.0 USE OF COMPUTER FORENSICS

The process of collecting, analyzing and presenting
evidence to the court using specific scientific knowledge
called as Forensics and mostly it deals with the recovery
and analysis of latent evidence. Computer Forensics
involves in Identification, Extraction, Protection,
Documentation, Interpretation and Presentation of
computer data in such a way that it can be legally
admissible.
The Australian Institute of Criminology guide
recommends the investigation process should comply
with a series of basic rules such as account for change,
minimal handling of the original, confirm with the rules
of evidence and not exceed the knowledge.
A computer forensic investigator should be followed a
series of stages to comply with conventional
investigative methods such as Secure and isolate,
Record the scene, Conduct a systematic search for
evidence, Collect & package evidence and Maintain
chain of custody.
Computer Forensics is an area combines the knowledge
of information technology, forensics science, and law
gives rise to a number of interesting and challenging
issues related to computer or information security to be
solved. Computer or Cyber Crimes impose new
challenges on prevention, detection, investigation and
prosecution of the corresponding crimes. Therefore,
Computer Forensics is an important research area to
detect crimes by gathering digital evidences to make
better society.

Computer crime or cyber-crime can be done by hacking,
fraud, DOS attack and holding evidences in the form of
emails or internet history & files related to crime. Due to
increases of computer and cyber-crimes, many
organizations used computer forensics to get various
benefits by detecting Industrial espionage, Intellectual
property theft, Professional spies and saboteurs,
Dishonest or disgruntled employers, Spreading
Malicious Programs and Inappropriate emails and
internet use etc.
Examination of computer forensics discloses content of
email, metadata associated with files related to the crime.
And it also possible to reveal the document related to the
crime first appeared on the computer, the day it was last
modified, when it was last saved or printed and which
user has done these actions.
There are many aspects of computer forensics
investigation, at first investigators have ability to identify
possible evidence in order to construct and proceed their
investigation or search. Then they have to select the
most appropriate tool(s) for their investigation. The
investigator must be aware with any number of methods
and software to avoid further damage while
investigating. Because files may have been modified,
damages, deleted, corrupted or encrypted.
Persistent and Volatile data are the two types of data are
collected in computer forensics. Persistent data is stored
on a local hard drive and is conserved when the
computer is turned off. Whereas the Volatile data is
stored in memory, or exists in transit, that will be lost
2

when the computer loses power or is turned off. Volatile
data resides in registries, cache, and Random Access
Memory (RAM). Since volatile data is temporary, it is
essential an investigator knows reliable ways to capture
it.
The evidence life cycle starts with the identification and
collection of the evidence and it progresses through the
following series of states until it is finally returned to the
victim or owner:
• Collection and identification.
• Storage and preservation
• Presented in court.
• Returned to the victim (i.e., the owner).
During the identification stage, identify evidence,
identify type of information available and determine the
best way to retrieve it.
At the preservation stage, preserve evidence with least
amount of change possible, must be able to account for
any change and chain of custody
Extracting, processing and interpreting are the main
functions of the analysis stage.
Computer forensics involve with different types of
evidence such as Inculpatory Evidence which supports a
given theory, Exculpatory Evidence which contradicts a
given theory and finally the evidence of Tampering
which shows that the system was tampered with to
avoid identification.
Evidences will be accepted by courts based on the way
of presenting, presenter’s qualifications, reliability of the
process used to preserve and analyze evidence

health & safety issues, potential risks, conflict of interest
issues are also needed.

3) Collection
Acquisition is the main part of the collection stage.
Identifying and securing devices which stored
evidences, conducting meetings and interviews with the
relevant people who hold information relevant to the
examination also be carried out during collection stage.
4) Analysis
Analysis has to be done within allocated resources and
specified time frame. During this stage examiner
provides feedback to the client. Numerous tools are
available for forensic analysis and examiner can be used
any tool as they wish. Dual tool verification can confirm
result integrity during forensic analysis.
5) Presentation
The forensic examiner produces a report based on
his/her findings and other information based on
examiner’s assumptions. Most of the time report must
be written using non-technical words
6) Review.
A review stage is a simple, quick and can be start at any
of the above stages. During this stage examiner can
include lessons learnt (what went well and what went
wrong) for future examinations

3.0 DIGITAL FORENSICS TOOLS
2.1 Stages of an investigation/examination
There are six (6) stages in computer forensic
investigation process namely Readiness, Evaluation,
Collection, Analysis, Presentation and Review.
1) Readiness
Prevention is important than any incident occurring.
Hence, make aware of clients about system readiness is
very much important. If the examination device’s
auditing feature has been activated prior to any incident
occurring will be providing stronger evidences during
forensic examinations.
Training, understanding of legal aspects, regular testing,
verifications of software and hardware are included in
forensic readiness.
2) Evaluation
Receiving instructions, clarification of those instructions,
risk analysis and allocation of resources & roles are
important aspects in evaluation stage. To be aware of

Developers have created many computer forensics tools
to facilitate investigation. Investigators can select the
best tool based on the type of the crime, budget and the
nature of the expert team.
There are many free computer forensics tools are also
available and these tools can be classified into various
categories as listed below:
 Disk and data capture tools
 Email analysis tools
 File viewers
 File analysis tools
 Application analysis tools
 Registry analysis tools
 Internet analysis tools
 Mac OS analysis tools
 Mobile devices analysis tools
 Network forensics tools
 Database forensics tools
3

Detailed description of above categories are mentioned
in Appendix 1.
Below list indicates the best free forensics tools for file
comparison, archiving, encryption, renaming, deduplication, merging, copying, syncing and search.
 TeraCopy – copy and move files quickly in
Windows.
 Steganos LockNote –securely store confidential
notes.
 Duplicate Cleaner – remove duplicate files from
your hard drive.
 Bulk Rename Utility – rename files and folder using
flexible criteria.
 Free Opener – open 80 different file formats from a
single interface.
 FreeFileSync – synchronize folders quickly and
easily.
 PeaZip – archive and extract many different file
formats.
 WinMerge–compare and merge differences between
files.
 SearchMyFiles – an alternative to Windows search.
 AxCrypt – file-level encryption that’s secure and
easy-to-use.
 File Splitter – split and merge files quickly and
easily.
 Hash Tool – quickly calculate file hashes to verify
integrity.
 ExamDiff – visually highlight differences between
two files.
 7-Zip – archive and extract files using powerful
compression.
 Microsoft SyncToy – backup data by synchronizing
files and folders.
 MyLockBox – hide, lock and password protect a
Windows folder.
 Advanced Renamer Portable – edit file or folder
names in bulk.
 Locate32 – index and then search for files by name.
 Universal Extractor – extract files from virtually any
type of archive.
 Better Explorer – advanced version of Windows
Explorer.
SearchMyFiles is one of the forensics tools an
alternative to the standard "Search For Files And
Folders" module of Windows. It allows you to easily
search files in your system by wildcard, by last
modified/created/last accessed time, by file attributes, by
file content (text or binary search), and by the file size.
SearchMyFiles allows you to make a very accurate
search that cannot be done with Windows search. For
Example: You can search all files created in the last 10

minutes with size between 500 and 700 bytes. After you
made a search, you can select one or more files, and save
the list into text/html/csv/xml file, or copy the list to the
clipboard.
SearchMyFiles is portable, and you can use it from a
USB flash drive without leaving traces in the Registry of
the scanned computer. Figure 4 illustrates one practical
examples of SearchMyFiles.
There are free tools for monitoring devices, services,
ports or protocols and analyzing traffic on network. Free
Digital Forensic Investigation Tools available for
System Administrators to conduct a digital forensic
investigation. These tools help to conduct memory
forensic analysis, hard drive forensic analysis, forensic
image exploration, forensic imaging and mobile
forensics whether it is for an internal human resources
case or an investigation into unauthorized access to a
server.
Comparison of considered tools on the basis of features
and Digital Forensic Investigation Process describe in
Appendix 2 and 3 respectively (Kamble & Jain, 2015).

1. DIGITAL
FORENSIC
TOOLS:
A
COMPARATIVE APPROACH- Dhwaniket
Ramesh Kamble, Nilakshi Jain, International Journal
of Advance Research In Science And EngineeringIJARSE, Vol. No.4, Issue No.02, February 2015.

A firewall is a protective system that lies between
different computer networks of your organization. A
correctly configured firewall prevents unauthorized use
and access to your network from untrusted networks. It
indicates the status of DOS attack, Recent Malware and
FTP Virus alerts, details of top hosts, top destination
countries and top domains details as clearly illustrated in
figure 5

4.0
ISSUES
FORENSICS

FACING

COMPUTER

Technical, legal and administrative are the three major
categories of issues facing computer forensics.

4.1 Technical Issues
Following technical issues face computer forensics
examiners:
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Increasing storage Space – Forensics examiner needs
sufficient processing power to analyze and search large
amount of data in computers as more amounts of data
save in internal storage devices.
Encryption – Computer forensics examiners impossible
to view encrypted data without the correct key or
password. Sometimes the keys or passwords are stored
in the volatile memory of the computer which is usually
lost during shut down.
New Technologies - In order to deal with constantly
evolving new computer technologies such as hardware,
software and operating systems, computer forensics
examiners have to be prepared and able to experiment
with the nature of new technologies. Networking and
sharing knowledge are also useful to perform better
during investigation.
Anti-forensics – Antiforensics is a practice of attempting
to prevent computer forensics analysis. It is rare to see
anti-forensics tools used correctly and frequently enough
to vague the presence of the evidence that they were
used to hide such as encryption.

4.2 Legal Issues
A good computer forensics examiner findings may be
distracted from legal issues such as Trojan Horse attack.
Trojan Horse comes as a hidden and a safe program
which accidently install to the computer and it sabotaged
later. Hackers steal confidential information (personal or
financial) through Trojans. In this type of situation some
lawyers argue that actions were not carried out by a
person. Therefore, a good examiner has to be addressed
this time of occasions with possible arguments.
4.3 Administrative Issues
There is no qualified body to check the competency and
integrity of computer forensics professionals. This may
lead the quality of the process and negative view of the
computer forensics profession.
Few of them are universally accepted a “plethora
standards and guidelines in computer forensics” due to
issues of setting standard.

5.0 LEGAL ASPECTS OF FORENSICS AND
ITS APPLICATION IN THE CONTEXT OF
SRI LANKA
Computer Crime Act is providing for the identification
of computer crime and to provide the procedure for the
investigation and prevention of such crimes. And also
provides for matters connected therewith and incidental
thereto. The offences under the Computer Crime Act
No. 24 of 2007 are as follows:
 Hacking

 Unauthorized access to the system and manipulated
Data
 Collecting, Changing, Corruption and destroying of
data without approval.
 Offences against National Security, National
Economy and Public Order.
 Offences resulting in cheating amounting to
Criminal Breach of Trust.
During the past few years there is a significant increment
of IT related crimes reported in Sri Lanka and digital
forensics has become a vital area in law prosecution. A
digital forensic investigation laboratory compatible with
a country’s legislation and it is used to investigate IT or
computer related digital crimes.
It was reported more than 100 court cases from 20013 to
the Sri Lanka police and Criminal Investigation
Department (CID). Most of these cases have been
unique and several ad-hoc tools and forensic models
have been used in order to solve them.
As a result University of Colombo School of Computing
(UCSC) has started a national investigation center for
Computer Forensic. However, purchasing the
equipment and commercial software tools for the center
is very expensive. Hence the UCSC implemented a low
cost Digital Forensic Laboratory suitable for a
Developing Country which was funded by Information
Society Innovation Fund (www.isif.asia).

5.1 Digital Forensic Laboratory at UCSC
The Digital Forensic Laboratory at UCSC is to establish
in 2001 as a leading research center for digital forensic
investigation in the South Asian region. The Centre is
giving assistance to the Sri Lanka Police and the CID. It
provides support in finding evidence for digital crime in
the form of Forgery, Frauds, Illegal, Pornography and
Terrorist handled annually at cost.

5.2 Digital Forensic Lab in Sri Lanka Police
The initial step has taken to set up of the Digital Forensic
Laboratory in 2007.
Criminal Information and an Analysis Database will be
in operation within a fortnight at the Criminal Record
Division (CRD) with the assistance of the UCSC. An
Automated Finger Printing System and Finger Print
Database designed by the UCSC will also be established
at the CRD.

5.3 TechCERT DarkLAB
Computer Forensics in Sri Lankan context, TechCERT
act a major role by providing computer emergency
response services to the public and private sector in Sri
5

Lanka with academic associates. Purpose of building the
DarkLAB is to specialize Digital Forensics and malware
analysis facility. They have developed procedures to
adapt to the Computer Crimes Act No. 24 of 2007 and
Electronic Transactions Act No. 19 of 2006.
In their Solution Approach, DarkLAB’s 4-step Digital
Forensics (DF) Investigation process applies principles
of Digital Forensics, industry standard tools, and our
expertise to untangle the fraudulent or criminal activities
as illustrated in figure 6.
TechCERT is providing Digital Forensics &
Investigation Services in broader areas such as
Computer and forensics, advanced data recovery and
analysis, Mobile forensics, data extraction and analysis,
Internet forensics and intelligence, Digital forensics
readiness planning, Malware research and intelligence,
Evidence collection & preservation support.

6.0 CONCLUSION
A person who is responsible to investigate a crime
should be conversant with the basic technologies
involved in gathering the information, how to gather
data properly, and how to confirm that the information
will be valid as evidence during investigation. It is
important to acquire, authenticate and analyze data
stored in electronic devices, whether they run in which
platform such as Microsoft or Linux operating systems.
Moreover, an experienced investigator should
understand the technologies involved in tracing and
identifying the actions of a specific computer user.
The main objective of this paper is to bring together the
use of computer forensics, digital forensics tools &
issues facing computer forensics and legal aspects of
computer forensics & its application in Sri Lankan
context, but it is
not meant to be a complete description of the computer
forensic field. Furthermore, computer forensics is an
emerging field that will continue to grow, especially as
the laws evolve and computer technology becomes
more pervasive.
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Figure 1: Country trends of cybercrimes according to the Blue Coat website.
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Figure 2: Motivation behind cyberattacks over the years.

Figure 3: Types of online victimization

Figure4 – Properties of a file find through SearchMyFiles
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Figure 5.1: Firewall Details on Recent IP Alerts

Figure 5.2:
Details on

Firewall
Top Hosts
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Figure 5.3: Firewall Details on Top Destination Countries

Figure 5.4: Firewall Details on Top Domains

Figure 6: DarkLAB’s 4-step Digital Forensics (DF) Investigation process

APPENDIX
APPENDIX 1 – Various categories of free computer forensics tools
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Disk tools and data
capture
1. Arsenal Image Mounter

1. EDB Viewer

1. Advanced Prefetch Analyser

2. DumpIt

2. Mail Viewer

2. analyzeMFT

3. EnCase Forensic Imager
4. Encrypted Disk Detector

3. MBOX Viewer
4. OST Viewer

3. CapAnalysis
4. Crowd Reponse

5. EWF MetaEditor

5. PST Viewer

5. Crowd Inspect

6. FAT32 Format

6. EDB Viewer

6. DCode

Email analysis

File and data analysis

7. Forensics Acquisition of 7. Mail Viewer
Websites

7. Defraser

8. FTK Imager
9. Guymager

8. eCryptfs Parser
9. Encryption Analyzer

8. MBOX Viewer

10. ExifTool
11. File Identifier
12. Forensic Image Viewer
13. Ghiro
14. Highlighter
15. Link Parser
16. LiveContactsView
17. RSA Netwitness Investigator
18. Memoryze
19. MetaExtractor
20. MFTview

Mac OS tools

Mobile devices

File viewers

Internet analysis

1. Audit

1. iPBA2

1. BKF Viewer

1. Browser History
Capturer

2. ChainBreaker

2. iPhone Analyzer

2. DXL Viewer

2. Browser History
Viewer
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Mac OS tools

Mobile devices

File viewers

Internet analysis

3. Disk Arbitrator

3. ivMeta

3. E01 Viewer

3. Chrome Session
Parser

4. Epoch Converter

4. Last SIM Details

4. MDF Viewer

4. ChromeCacheView

5. FTK Imager CLI
for Mac OS

5. Rubus

5. MSG Viewer

5. Cookie Cutter

6. IORegInfo

6. SAFT

6. OLM Viewer

6. Dumpzilla

7. PMAP Info

7. Microsoft
PowerPoint 2007
Viewer

7. Facebook Profile
Saver

8. Volafox

8. Microsoft Visio 2010
Viewer

8. IECookiesView

9. Audit

9. VLC

9. IEPassView

10. ChainBreaker

10. MozillaCacheView

11. Disk Arbitrator

11. MozillaCookieVie
w
12. MozillaHistoryVie
w
13. MyLastSearch
14. PasswordFox
15. OperaCacheView
16. OperaPassView
17. Web Historian

APPENDIX 2 – Comparison of considered tools on the basis of features
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APPENDIX 3 – Comparison of considered tools on the basis of Digital Forensic
Investigation Process
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